
AN ANALYSIS OF THE IMPORTANCE OF BIFFS ROLE IN ARTHUR

MILLERS PLAY DEATH OF A SALESMAN

The Importance of Biff in Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller The play "Death of a Biff's role is essential to the play
because he generates the focus of Willy's.

After this my attention will be directed on the Loman family and I will initially focus on its members and
characterize them. For example, prior to discovering the affair, Willy's son Biff adored Willy, believed all
Willy's stories, and even subscribed to Willy's philosophy that anything is possible as long as a person is
"well-liked. He also starts to soliloquize, e. But he 's a human being, and a terrible thing is happening to him.
He vacillates between different eras of his life. Willy tries to usher him out of the room, but Biff imitates his
math teacher's lisp, which elicits laughter from Willy and The Woman. When Willy finally gets a word in,
Howard rejects his plea. The young Biff, a high school football star, and the young Happy appear. The play
continues to affect audiences because it allows them to hold a mirror up to themselves. Calling Charley his
only friend, Willy exits on the verge of tears. Willy tries to broach the subject of working in New York, but
Howard interrupts him and makes him listen to his kids and wife on the wire recorder. Biff comes inside and
Linda scolds the boys and slaps away the flowers in Happy's hand. As Willy grows older, making sales is
more difficult for him, so he attempts to draw on past success by reliving old memories. Linda asks Willy for
forgiveness for being unable to cry. Finally, he decided to head out west, and work on farms. As Miller stated,
"It depends on the father and the mother and the children. He is always looking for approval from his parents,
but he rarely gets any, and he even goes as far as to make things up just for attention, such as telling his
parents he is going to get married. Some people, such as Eric Keown, think of Death of a Salesman as "a
potential tragedy deflected from its true course by Marxist sympathies. Willy Loman also wants his I think all
of us want that, and it gets more poignant as we get more anonymous in this world. Characters[ edit ] William
"Willy" Loman : The salesman. Happy cuts in with remarks suggesting Biff's success, and Willy eagerly
awaits the good news. Jenny: Charley's secretary. Miss Forsythe: A girl whom Happy picks up at the
restaurant. The illusion not only "suggests the past, but also presents the lost pastoral life. Willy strives to
become and instill in his sons the success of the self made man that American society often advertises but
ultimately falls short, and instead, escapes accepting his failure through lies and death. Willy points out to his
sons that although Bernard is smart, he is not "well liked," which will hurt him in the long run. A tragic hero
can be a common person. He scolds her mending and orders her to throw the stockings out. Happy goes off to
bed, and Willy and Charley begin to play cards. There are others that believe this is an attainable goal. He
approaches The Woman, who is still laughing, and engages in another reminiscent daydream. Therefore, Willy
and his sons believe that they all know and have what it takes to be a success in life and in business. Instead,
Biff despises his father and everything he represents. Howard leaves and Ben enters, inviting Willy to join him
in Alaska. His first wife was Mary Grace Slattery who he married in  Once Biff states that "We never told the
truth for ten minutes in this house," he severs himself from Willy because he openly refuses to live by Willy's
philosophy any longer. The play concludes with Willy's suicide and subsequent funeral. Please help improve
this article by introducing citations to additional sources. Relevant discussion may be found on the talk page.
Willy is envious of him because his son is more successful than Willy's. Like Willy, he manipulates the truth
to create a more favorable reality for himself.


